The nested model is an extension of the traditional, \ at" relational model in which relations can also have relation-valued entries. Its \default" query language, the nested algebra, is rather weak, unfortunately, since it is only a conservative extension of the traditional, \ at" relational algebra, and thus can only express a small fraction of the polynomial-time queries. Therefore, it was proposed to extend the nested algebra with a xpoint construct, but the resulting language turned out to be too powerful: many inherently exponential queries could also be expressed. Two polynomial-time restrictions of the xpoint closure of the nested algebra were proposed: the restricted xpoint closure (by Gyssens and Van Gucht) and the bounded xpoint closure (by Suciu). Here, we prove two results. First we show that that both restrictions are equivalent in expressive power. The proof technique relies on known encodings of nested relations into at ones, and on a novel technique, called type substitution, by which we reduce the equivalence of the two restrictions to its obvious counterpart in the \ at" relational model. Second we prove that both the bounded xpoint queries and the restricted xpoint queries admit normal forms, in which the xpoint occurs exactly once. The proof technique relies on a novel encoding method of nested relations into at ones.
Introduction
The nested model 14, 18] is an extension of the traditional, \ at" relational database model in which relations can have both \ at," atomic entries and structured, relationvalued entries. Since the late 1980s, various query languages have been considered in the context of the nested model 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 16, 18] . These languages can be classi ed according to their expressive power 2]. The nested algebra 18], which extends the traditional, \ at" relational algebra with two restructuring operators, called nest and unnest, can only express a fragment of the polynomial-time queries over nested databases. Therefore, several extensions of the nested algebra were proposed, one of which is its xpoint closure 1, 11] , which extends the nested algebra with a xpoint construct. Although many more polynomial-time queries on nested databases can be expressed e ciently in this extended language, it was shown in the aforementioned papers that intractable queries, such as computing the powerset of a relation, can also be expressed in the xpoint closure of the nested algebra. Therefore, proposals were made for extensions of the nested algebra which can only express polynomial-time queries. One such proposal is the restricted xpoint closure of the nested algebra introduced by Gyssens and Van Gucht 10] . In the restricted xpoint closure of the nested algebra, the xpoint construct can only be applied to expressions wherein nesting and unnesting do not occur. Another proposal to extend the expressive power of the nested algebra within ptime is to consider the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra introduced by Suciu 17] . In the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra, the xpoint construct can be applied to expressions in which nesting and unnesting can occur; at each iteration step, however, the intermediate result is intersected with a relation which is constant during the iteration process. Consequently, the nal result of an application of the bounded-xpoint construct is bounded by that relation. It can easily be seen that the expressive power of both the restricted xpoint closure and the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra is contained in ptime, and that both extensions are strictly more powerful than the nested algebra. Likewise, it can easily be seen that the expressive power of the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra is at least that of the restricted xpoint closure. In this paper, we prove two results about restricted and bounded xpoints: we show that they are equivalent, and that they both admit a normal form, i.e., a query with multiple occurrences of that xpoint is equivalent to one with exactly one occurrence. The normal-form result generalizes the well-known results of Immerman 13] , Gurevich and Shelah 8] , and Abiteboul and Vianu 3] about xpoint extensions of the at relational algebra. A preliminary version of the equivalence result appeared in 12]. It was known that neither the relational algebra nor its extension with xpoints can express all ptime queries (e.g., transitive closure cannot be expressed in the relational algebra, while parity cannot be expressed in its extension with xpoints). Paredaens and Van Gucht 15] prove that the nested relational algebra is a conservative extension of the relational algebra, while Suciu 17] shows that nested relational algebra with bounded xpoints is a conservative extension of the relational algebra with xpoints. In some sense, these are both negative results, proving that not even with the help of nested relations can we express all of ptime. The equivalence of the restricted xpoint closure and the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra which we prove here further con rms that nesting and unnesting are very weak tools indeed to restructure nested databases. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a typed version of the nested model is presented. In conjunction with the introduction of the model, a notion of substitution is presented which will be used in Section 5 to encode nested databases by at databases. In Section 3, an overview is given of expressiveness results concerning the nested algebra and some of its extensions. In particular, xpoint extensions are considered. The xpoint closure, the restricted xpoint closure, and the bounded-xpoint closure of the nested algebra are de ned. Our main results are stated in Section 4, together with an informal description of the ideas behind their proofs. Next, in Section 5, it is shown how nested databases can be represented by at databases. These techniques are then used in Section 6 to prove the rst main result of the paper, the equivalence of the restricted xpoint and bounded-xpoint closures of the nested algebra. Section 7 contains the proof of the second main result, the normal form. Section 8, nally, discusses some interesting rami cations of our results.
The typed nested model
In this paper, we work essentially with the nested model as it was proposed by Thomas and Fischer 18] and used and extended in work by Gyssens, Paredaens, and Van Gucht 9, 10, 11] . (In the nested model, relation entries need not be \ at", i.e., atomic, but can in turn be nested relations.) To simplify the proofs in this paper, however, we introduce two major variations with regard to the earlier work of Gyssens, Paredaens, and Van Gucht: (i) we work in an attribute-free formalism and (ii) we consider multiple at types. We must emphasize though that these modi cations are introduced solely to accommodate our proof techniques, and are not essential for the results in this paper to hold. The nested model modi ed as outlined above will be referred to as the typed nested model. In our attribute-free approach, a nested relation is a mathematical relation of a certain arity (not necessarily 2) in which the entries may in turn be nested relations. Figure 1 shows a nested relation providing information about persons, their jobs, and the locations in which these jobs are executed. In order to be able to refer to relations, we assume the existence of an in nitely enumerable set of relation names. In the context of a database or a query, each relation name R will have a xed type t, and, whenever necessary, we will emphasize that by writing R t . We shall abuse the notation and write R t 1 and R t 2 for two di erent relation names, of type t 1 and t 2 , respectively. We can now nally de ne nested databases.
De nition 2.4 A nested database scheme, S, is a nite set of relation names. The set of at types used in S is de ned by at(S) = S R t 2S at(t).
A nested database instance I over a nested database scheme S is a function I : S ! R assigning to each relation name R t in S a relation I(R t ) in V t . 2
Obviously, the nested relations and databases encompass the traditional relations and relational databases; we shall refer to the latter with the adjective at.
To prove the main result of the paper, we shall encode nested relations by at relations in order to be able to apply results obtained in the at relational model. 2 to the rst and second relation-valued entry in the second column of the relation in Figure 1 , respectively. As we shall see later, these actions are but the rst step in a whole process aimed at obtaining a at encoding without loss of information.
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The language of the nested model is the nested algebra (NA), in which queries are expressed by nested algebra programs (NA programs), which are sequences of nested algebra statements (NA statements). An NA statement assigns to an appropriate relation name the result of a nested algebra expression (NA expression). NA expressions are built from the nested algebra operators, de ned below.
De nition 2.7 Let r and s be nested relations of types r and s, respectively. Let their arities be (r) = m and (s) = n. Union ( ), di erence (?), and intersection (\) are binary operators de ned on relations of the same type and yield a relation of that type in the usual, set-theoretic way. Product is a binary operator such that r s has type r(1); : : : ; r(m); s(1); : : : ; s(n)], denoted r s, and is de ned in the usual, set-theoretic way.
(Generalized) projection is a unary operator such that i(1);:::;i(k)] (r), where, for j = 1; : : : ; k, 1 i(j) m, has type t = r(i(1)); : : : ; r(i(n))] and is de ned in the obvious way. Generalized projection can also be used to rearrange or duplicate the columns of a relation.
Selection is a unary operator such that i=j (r), where 1 i; j m and r(i) = r(j), also has type r and is de ned as the set of tuples ft 2 r j t(i) = t(j)g. with a larger domain, the equivalence no longer holds, however. In fact, we only need in nite domains for the types which are subject to the type substitution: to keep the formalism simple, however, we choose to impose in this paper that all at types have an in nite domain. We shall use polymorphism as a tool which allows us to avoid object inventions, namely in the key step in our main Theorem 4.1, which consists in showing that some query on a database instance I can be \ attened." As suggested above (and shown in detail in the sequel), any database instance I can be encoded as a at instance I at , essentially by \inventing" at values like jc 1 and jc 2 above, to replace its nested relations: the query will be accordingly transformed into a query P, mapping at relations to a at relation. The trick to avoid \value invention" is to use the very relations they replace in the at encoding of I, instead of the new values like jc 1 and jc 2. As a side e ect, the query P then becomes another query Q, which no longer maps at relations to at relations, but which treats the inner relations as at values: this statement is made precise by the equality P s] = Q, for some type substitution s.
3 Extensions of the typed nested model with xpoints
The nested model was initially proposed to overcome the rst-normal-form restriction Codd imposed on the at relational model 6]. The language of the nested model, the nested algebra, turned out to be very weak, however. Compared to the relational algebra, the nested algebra can do nothing more than group and ungroup data, as was shown by Paredaens and Van Gucht 15]:
Proposition 3.1 (Conservativity for the nested algebra) For every NA program from a at database scheme to a at database scheme there exists an equivalent at program.
To overcome the inherent weakness of the nested algebra, researchers have proposed several extensions of the nested algebra. One of these extensions is the xpoint closure of the nested algebra 1, 11]. Fixpoints come in two avors: the partial xpoint, denoted here pfp, and the in ationary xpoint, which is a restriction of the partial xpoint. In the pfp closure of the nested algebra, queries are expressed by pfp programs, which are de ned in much the same way as NA programs, except that pfp statements can occur besides NA statements.
De nition 3.2 An pfp statement is of the form R t P with R t a relation name and P an pfp NA program from some appropriate nested database scheme to fR t g in which no assignments are made to relation names occurring outside P other than R t . To R t , precisely one assignment is made in the last statement of P, which is a NA statement of the form R t E t , where E t is an NA expression.
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In a similar way, we can de ne in ationary pfp programs as being composed of NA statements and in ationary pfp statements. An in ationary pfp statement is an pfp statement, R t P , where P is an in ationary pfp NA program for which the last line is R t E t , E t = R t F t for some NA expression F t . Semantically, the e ect of a general or in ationary pfp statement R t P is that R t is initialized as the empty relation of type t and that the pfp NA program P is executed as many times as needed to obtain a xed value for R t . If such a xpoint is not reached, then the e ect of the pfp statement (whence the result of the global pfp program in which it is contained) is considered to be unde ned. Notice that, by de nition, pfp statements have no side e ects. Consistent with earlier practice, we call pfp programs part of the pfp closure of the relational algebra at. Also, we extend De nition 2.11 to apply to pfp programs, too. The existence of the pfp program powerset shows that, contrary to the pfp closure of the at algebra, the pfp closure of the nested algebra allows the formulation of intractable queries. Therefore, restrictions of the pfp closure of the nested algebra were proposed in which only polynomial-time queries can be expressed. Gyssens and Van Gucht considered the restricted partial-xpoint (rpfp) closure of the nested algebra 10], and Suciu considered the bounded-partial-xpoint (bfp) closure of the nested algebra 17], both of which can be de ned in a similar way as the pfp closure of the nested algebra: rpfp programs consist of NA statements and rpfp statements, and bfp programs consist of NA statements and bfp statements.
De nition 3.4 An rpfp statement is an pfp statement in which nesting and unnesting operators are not allowed to occur. A bfp statement is an pfp statement, R t P , where P is a bfp program for which the last line is R t E t \ S t , for some NA expression E t and some relation name S t occurring outside P.
In a similar way, we can de ne in ationary bfp programs as being composed of NA statements and in ationary bfp statements. An in ationary bfp statement is a bfp statement, R t P , where P is an in ationary bfp program for which the last line is R t (R t E t )\S t , for some NA expression E t and some relation name S t occurring outside P. The rpfp and bfp closures of the nested algebra are obviously contained in ptime.
Notice that the rpfp and bfp closures of the at algebra coincide with the general pfp closure of the at algebra. For every (in ationary) bfp program from a at database scheme to a at database scheme there exists an equivalent at (in ationary) pfp program.
By lifting Proposition 2.14 and combining it with Proposition 3.1 or Proposition 3.6, we obtain the following result (the proof is straightforward and is omitted):
Corollary 3.7 Let P be a bfp program from the at database scheme S in to the at database scheme S out . There exists a at pfp program P at from S in to S out such that, for every type substitution s, P s] is equivalent to P at s]. If, moreover, P is an NA program, then P at is a at program. Actually, Corollary 3.7 is a statement about the query expressed by P s]. Informally, it says that, whenever a bfp program treats all relation-valued entries as if they were atomic, that bfp program is equivalent to a at pfp program; if, moreover, the bfp program is an NA program, it is actually equivalent to a at program.
Statements of the main results
In this paper, we prove the following two results. The following sections are dedicated to their proof; here we sketch the plans. The two proofs rely on two di erent encodings of nested relations into at relations. The plan for the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following. We consider a one-line bfp program R P , de ned over some input scheme S. We want to convert this program into a query from at input to at output, and then use the conservativity result for bounded xpoints (Proposition 3.6). Thereto, we use a classical encoding method for instances I over S in which inner relations of I are simply replaced with fresh atomic values. As a result, I is encoded as a at relational instance I at over some at scheme S at in . Moreover, it is easy to construct an NA program decode from S at to S recovering I from I at . In general, however, there exists no generic encoding query from S to S at producing I at from I, because there are arbitrary many choices for the atomic value replacing the inner relation. Instead, we consider the canonical pseudo-encoding, pseudo-encode, from S to S pf , which encodes instance I over S into instances I pf over S pf by picking each atomic value to be the corresponding inner relation itself, and simply forget that it has any structure. The query pseudo-encode can easily be expressed as an NA program. Hence, we construct the following bfp program, equivalent to the initial one:
R decode(R pf ) (5) Now we focus on lines (2), (3), and (4), which map (pseudo-) at instances over S pf into (pseudo-) at relations with name R pf . Line (4), however, requires some preliminary explanation. We already pointed out that it is impossible to write a generic encoding query. However, we can make crucial use of the fact that R P is a bounded xpoint statement. As a consequence, all inner relations in the result were already inner relations in the bound. Using this bound, it is not di cult to express a query half-encode which does the encoding by using help from the original encoding of S pf , whence the name we gave to this query. Thus, lines (2), (3), and (4) together form a polymorphic instance of some program from at instances to at instances (because they treat the non-atomic values in the input as if they were atomic values). Hence, we can apply conservativity for the bfp closure of the nested algebra (Proposition 3.6) and argue that the three-line bfp program is equivalent to a at pfp program. The theorem follows now from the fact that any at pfp program is also a ( at) rpfp program. We will give the full proof in detail in Sections 5 and 6. For Theorem 4.2, we start with a remark on normal forms. It is known that, in the pfp closure of the at algebra, a single occurrence of the xpoints su ces (Immerman 13] and Gurevich and Shelah 8] prove this for the in ationary xpoint, and Abiteboul and Vianu 3] for the partial xpoint). Thus, every expression in the pfp closure of the at algebra has an equivalent expression with a single occurrence of pfp, which we call normal form. The pfp closure of the nested algebra also has normal forms: this is implicit in 1]. For the restricted or bounded pfp closure of the nested algebra, however, no such result was known prior to this work. The plan for the proof of Theorem 4.2 is the following. For illustration, consider the following simple bfp program:
Lines (1) and (4) are bfp statements, lines (2) and (3) are NA statements. For the at case, several results 3, 8, 13] are known showing that at queries with xpoints are equivalent to at queries with a single occurrence of the xpoint operator. Using the techniques described above for attening a one-line bfp program, we can eliminate all nested xpoints in lines (1) and (4). The hard part of the proof consists in showing that two remaining xpoints in lines (1) and (4), respectively, can be collapsed into a single xpoint. The argument from above cannot be repeated again, because the intermediate expressions E 2 and E 3 may introduce new inner relations (for example, via nesting), whence we can no longer implement the half-encode query as explained. To reduce Theorem 4.2 to its counterpart in the at relational algebra, we use a novel encoding technique called representation. A representation is more exible than a classical encoding, in that it does not prescribe an encoding/decoding procedure: any NA expression can de ne such a procedure, as long as it satis es some simple conditions. Our key result about representations consists in showing that any bfp program P from nested relations to nested relations can be translated into a at bfp program P at from a representation of the input to some representation of the output. Unlike in the classical setting, we allow the representation of the output to depend crucially on the query P. This simpli es a lot the translation of P. For example, in the context of the classical encoding, it is di cult to translate the nest operator into an equivalent at query (the di culty arises when the nesting columns contain non-at types). With representations, however, we simply declare that the representation of the input relation is also a representation of the output relation, and shift the burden to the decode query. Applying this to our example, we obtain the following equivalent bfp program from the input scheme S to fR 4 decode(R at 4 ) (6) The theorem follows now from the fact that the lines (2), (3), (4), and (5) form (a polymorphic instance of) a at query, hence they are equivalent to a query with a single xpoint. We give the complete proof in Section 7.
Representing nested databases by at databases
The technique we describe here to encode a nested database by a at database consists of replacing in every nested relation every relation-valued entry with a \new" at value. Thus, each nested relation will be replaced by a at relation, of which we say that it encodes the nested relation. To recover a nested relation from its encoding, we need additional information, which we call translation tables, capturing the mapping between the \new" at values and the relation-valued entries they replaced. As the translation tables may be nested themselves, the process may have to be repeated. We rst describe one step of the representation process formally. Figure 1 . Then the instance I 1 at over the scheme S 1 at shown in Figure 5 is a one-level at encoding of r under the value substitution ', considered in Examples 2.6 and 2.13, and mapping jc 1 and jc 2 to the rst and second relation-valued entry in the second column of r, respectively. Notice that the original nested relation is attened only \one level." We need to apply an additional attening step to I 1 at (T ) to obtain a fully at database. Figure 1 , and s is the type substitution considered in Examples 2.6, 2.13, and 5.4, then the onelevel attening scheme S 1 at of t under s in Example 5.4 is also a one-level attening scheme of S. The corresponding NA program decode is shown in Figure 6 , (a). The corresponding NA program half-encode is shown in Figure 6 , (b).
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We can \mimic" the encoding if we choose as at values the inner relations themselves, which these values are supposed to encode. This way we do not get exactly a attening scheme (because we are using relations where we are supposed to use at values) but a pseudo-attening scheme, for which we can express a pseudo-encode query.
De nition 5. Normally, when S has multiple columns of the same relation type, then S 1pf depends on the choice of S 1 at . This is because we may either choose the same at type, or di erent at types to encode two columns of the same type in S, and this results in di erent number of translation tables, i.e., di erent number of relations in S 1 at . In turn, this creates di erent numbers of relations in S 1pf . We make the convention, however, that S 1 at is chosen such that every column in S whose type is non-at is encoded by a distinct at type: then, two choices of S 1 at will di er only in the names of the at types (not their number), and S 1pf will be the same for both of them. Thus, from now on, we will refer to S 1pf as being unique, independent on S 1 at . With the same argument, I 1pf will be unique, independent on S 1 at and I 1 at . In summary, each scheme S has a unique one-level pseudo-attening scheme S 1pf , which is obtained, essentially, by encoding each relation type with itself. Each instance I over S has a unique one-level pseudo-at encoding I 1pf over S 1pf which is obtained by substituting the newly introduced at values in any one-level at encoding of I by the relation-valued entries they represent.
Example 5.11 Continuing with Example 5.9, the one-level pseudo-attening scheme S 1pf of S = fR t g, t being the type of the nested relation in Figure 1 In the one-level pseudo-at encoding of I, I 1pf , I 1pf (R) = I(R) (shown in Figure 1 ), and I 1pf (D) and I 1pf (T ) are shown in Figure 7 . 2 Proposition 5.12 Let S 1pf be a one-level pseudo-at encoding of some scheme S.
Then there exists an NA program pseudo-encode from S to S 1pf such that, for every instance I over S, we have that pseudo-encode(I) = I 1pf . Example 5.13 Continuing with Example 5.11, the NA program pseudo-encode is shown in Figure 6 , (c).
Finally, a at encoding of a database is obtained by repeatedly constructing one-level at encodings:
De nition 5.14 Let S be a nested database scheme. A at database scheme S at is a attening of S if either S = S at , or there exists a one-level attening scheme S 1 at of S such that S at is a attening of S 1 at . Let I be an instance over S. An instance I at over S at is a at encoding of I, denoted I I at , if either I at = I (if S at = S), or there exists some instance I 1 at over some scheme S 1 at such that I I 1 at and I 1 at I at . 2
The union of all type substitutions involved in the attening process of a nested database described above yields again a type substitution, say s. Similarly, the union of the associated value substitution yields again a value substitution, say '. In analogy to De nition 5.10, it is now possible to de ne the unique pseudo-attening scheme of S, S pf , as S at s], and the equally unique pseudo-at encoding of I, I pf , as '(I at ). Wherever convenient, we shall use the terminology developed to de ne attenings and at encodings also in the context of pseudo-attenings and pseudo-at encodings.
Proof of the equivalence result
In this section, we prove the rst main result of this paper, the equivalence of the rpfp and bfp closures of the nested algebra, essentially by reducing this equivalence to the obvious equivalence of the rpfp and bfp closures of the relational algebra, using the attening techniques developed in the previous section. The present section consists of two lemmas and the actual theorem. The proof sketches of the lemmas explain how the techniques of Section 5 are used to deduce the result.
Lemma 6.1 Let P be a bfp program from S to S 0 = S fR t g consisting of only one bfp statement, R t Q , where Q is an arbitrary bfp program whose last instruction is R t E t \ S t . Let S at and S 0 at be total attenings of, respectively, S and S 0 under some common type substitution s (whence S at S 0 at ). Then there exists a bfp program P at from S at to S 0 at such that, for each instance I over S and for each instance I at over S at with I I at , we have that P(I) P at (I at ).
Proof. The program P at is essentially constructed by following the lines 2-4 of the program in Section 4. Formally, it will proceed as follows on input I at . First, I is computed from I at , by repeatedly applying decode. In the process, it will retain all translation tables. Next, P will be applied to I. Now, by the de nition of P, P(I)(R t ) I(S t ). Therefore, we can use the translation tables in I at to obtain a at encoding of P(I), by repeatedly applying half-encode. By construction, the result, P at (I at ), satis es P(I) P at (I at ). 2 Lemma 6.2 Every one-line (in ationary) bfp program is equivalent to an (in ationary) rpfp program.
Proof. The proof essentially formalizes the programs consisting of lines 1{5 in Section 4. Namely we apply the lemma above, with I at replaced with I pf (the pseudo-at encoding), which we can actually construct from I. Let P be as in Lemma 6.1. We show there exists an rpfp programP equivalent to the one-line bfp program P. Let S at , S 0 at , s, and P at be as in Lemma 6.1. We apply s to S at , S 0 at , and P at to obtain S pf = S at s], S 0 pf = S 0 at s], and P at s]. By Corollary 3.7, P at s] is equivalent to an (in ationary) rpfp program, P rpfp . The (in ationary) rpfp programP will proceed as follows on input I over S. Let full-pseudo-encode be the composition of the pseudo-encode programs needed to obtain S pf and I pf from S and I. First, the pseudo-at encoding I pf over S pf is computed, using full-pseudo-encode (an NA program). Next, P rpfp (an (in ationary) rpfp program) is applied to I pf to get P rpfp (I pf ) = P at s](I pf ). Let full-decode be the composition of the decode programs needed to obtain S Figure 8 .
To complete the proof, we have to argue that the above instance is indeed P(I). By Lemma 6.1, we have that P(I) P at (I at ), whence full-decode(P at (I at )) = P(I); which had to be shown.
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We can now return to our rst main theorem: Theorem 4.1 Every (in ationary) bfp program is equivalent to an (in ationary) rpfp program, and conversely.
The proof follows from applying Lemma 6.2 to each (in ationary) bfp statement in the (in ationary) bfp program. The converse is obvious. Theorem 4.1 further emphasizes the inherent weakness of the nest and unnest operators: even in connection with a partial-xpoint construct, they do not yield additional expressive power as far as the expression of polynomial-time queries is concerned.
Proof of the normal form result
The rst main result (Theorem 4.1) can be used to derive a normal form for rpfp and bfp programs, in which at most one xpoint application occurs. The techniques we use are reductions to analogous results for the pfp extensions of the at relational algebra. We commence by observing that the xpoint hierarchy also collapses for the (in ationary) rpfp and bfp extensions of the nested algebra. Proof. It su ces to prove the lemma for a one-line (in ationary) rpfp or bfp program P. For that, consider its decomposition shown in the diagram in Figure 8 . The bottom arrow, P at s], is a polymorphic instance of a at xpoint program. Since the latter is at, we can apply either the result of Immerman 13] and Gurevich and Shelah 8] about the collapse of the fo+ifp hierarchy (in the in ationary case) or the result of Abiteboul and Vianu 3] about the collapse of the fo+pfp hierarchy (in the general case), and replace P at s] with a xpoint expression with no nested xpoints. Hence the one-line program P is equivalent to a three-lines program of which only the second one is a xpoint expression, but with no nested xpoints.
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The lemma took care of the easy part of the proof of the Normal Form Theorem. From now on we can assume that our program is a sequence of NA statements or rpfp statements whose body do not have other xpoints. At this point we need to simulate such a sequence in the pfp closure of the at relational algebra. To this end, we (temporarily) extend our algebras with constants c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 , which are assumed not to occur in any original input instance of the simulated rpfp programs. We assume furthermore that c 0 is compatible with every at type, whereas c 1 and c 2 are compatible with one particular common at type, say u, not occurring in the input schemes of the simulated rpfp programs. Formally, these constants can be introduced in our algebras by providing expressions which yield these constants in one-tuple relations. In particular, if t is a at relation type, we shall denote by c t i , 1 i 3, the one-tuple relation of type t in which all entries equal c i |to the extent, of course, that this relation is well-de ned. In the sequel, we shall liberally apply operators that can then be derived, such as constant selection. We shall use the symbol \+" to distinguish the basic algebras de ned above from their extensions with constants. Thus, e.g., an rpfp program is a program in the restricted partial-xpoint closure of the nested algebra, whereas an rpfp + program is a program in the restricted partial-xpoint closure of the nested algebra extended with constants. Before we present formal de nitions and results, we rst wish to explain less formally how we intend to simulate rpfp Since we can apply a full pseudo-at encoding (Section 5) to the input, we may assume without loss of generality that the input is at. What we wish to achieve is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 9 . Given an rpfp + program P from a at input scheme S at in to an output scheme S out = fR t g, with t an arbitrary relation type, we want to construct a \corresponding" at pfp + program P at from the at input scheme S at in to a at output scheme S at out = fR t at g, with t at a at relation type, as well as an NA + expression G t (R t at ) such that, for every instance I at in over S at in , G t (P at (I at in )) = P(I at in ). The construction has to go via structural recursion on the program P, and t at , P at , and G t (R t at ) may depend upon P (as opposed to only the types involved in P). 
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P P at G t Let t = f; f]], and let S out = fR t g, with R t a relation name of type t. Let P be the one-line program R t 2 (S in ). For this case, we may take for t at the type f; f] of the input relation name S in , for P at the one-line program R t at S in , and for G t (R t at ) the expression 2 (R t at ).
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In order to realize the proposed constructions, we need to impose additional properties on the correspondence between P(I at in )) and its \ at representation" P at (I at in ). Example 7.2 suggests that this correspondence actually works \tuple by tuple": for each tuple in P(I at in )), a corresponding set of tuples in P at (I at in ) can be identi ed. Moreover, the cover of P at (I at in ) de ned by the tuples of P(I at in )) is actually a partition. In order to capture this tuple-by-tuple correspondence, we prefer to construct, instead of an NA + expression G t constructing P(I at in ) from P at (I at in ), an NA + expression F t at t (R t at ) returning a \translation table" of type t at t for the correspondence between the tuples of P(I at in )) and P at (I at in ). From this translation table, P(I at in )) can be recovered by the appropriate projection. Example 7.3 For the case described in Example 7.3, we may take for F t at t (R t at ) the expression 1=3 (R t at 2 (R t at )).
An NA + expression F t at t (R t at ) satisfying the above requirements will be called representational. We formalize these requirements below.
De nition 7.4 Let t at be a at relation type, and let t be a nested relation type.
Let R t at be a relation name of type t at . An NA + expression F t at t (R t at ) is called representational if 3 , for all relations r at and s at of type t at and r and s of type t, if r = t (F t at t (r at )); s r; and s at = t at t2s (F t at t (r at )) then F t at t (s at )) = t2s (F t at t (r at )); moreover, if s at = t at t6 2s (F t at t (r at )), then s at = r at ? s at .
If F t at t (R t at ) is representational, and the relations r at of type t at and r of type t are such that t (F t at t (r at )) = r, then r at is called an F t at t -representation of r.
The conditions in De nition 7.4 express that the correspondence between r and r at goes tuple by tuple. Some other properties can be derived immediately from the conditions in De nition 7.4. First, we have that t at (F t at t (s at ))) = t at t2s (F t at t (r at )) = s at .
From this property, we may conclude that we do not obtain an inconsistency if we replace \s r" by s r" in De nition 7.4. Furthermore, t (F t at t (s at )) = t t2s (F t at t (r at )) = t2s t (F t at t (r at )) = t2s (r) = s. Finally, a corollary to the condition s at = r at ? s at , obtained for s = ;, is that t at (F t at t (r at )) = r at .
Example 7.5 Let F t at t (R t at ) = 1=3 (R t at 2 (R t at )) be the expression proposed Figure 9 . Notice that G t can be obtained by performing the appropriate projection on the output of F t at t . Horizontal arrows labeled with NA + expressions in a diagram must be interpreted in the conventional way, i.e., that that expression takes instances over the scheme in the left-hand side to instances over the scheme in the right-hand side. The following property of representational NA + expressions is immediate from Denition 7.4 and the derived properties. Proposition 7.6 Let F t at t (R t at ) be a representational NA + expression, let r be a relation of type t, let r at be a at relation of type t at , and let r at be an F t at trepresentation of r. If s r, and s at is as in De nition 7.4, then s at is an F t at trepresentation of s; moreover, r at ? s at is an F t at t -representation of r ? s.
The following result shows that representation scheme proposed in De nition 7.4 is feasible in the context of the nested algebra. The diagram in Figure 10 is intended to help the reader in understanding the statement of Lemma 7.7. The proof on Lemma 7.7, though straightforward, is very technical and tedious. It is, therefore, deferred to an Appendix. Lemma 7.7 Let R t 1 1 1 ; : : : ; R t at k k ) of type t at , and a representational NA + expression F t at t (R t at ), with R t at a relation name of type t at , such that, for all relations r 1 ; : : : ; r k of types t 1 ; : : : ; t k , respectively, and for all at relations r at 1 ; : : : ; r at k of types t at 1 ; : : : ; t at k , respectively, for which, for i = 1; : : : ; k, r at i is an F t at i t i -representation of r i , E t at (r at 1 ; : : : ; r at k ) is an F t at t -representation of E t (r 1 ; : : : ; r k ).
We emphasize that unnesting has been excluded in the statement of Lemma 7.7, the reason being explained at the end of the Appendix containing the proof of Lemma 7.7. Proof. Clearly, it su ces to consider the case where P consists of a single statement.
For an NA statement, Lemma 7.8 immediately follows from Lemma 7.7. Thus, consider an rpfp statement of the form R t Q , of which we may assume, by Lemma 7.1, that Q is an NA program, i.e., without xpoints. Without loss of generality, we may assume that, prior to the xpoint computation, a bounding relation has been computed and assigned to a relation name not occurring in Q, say R t k k . For a technical reason to become clear soon, we explicitly add the NA statement R t R t k k \ R t at the end of Q, even though this statement has no e ect. We now apply the techniques in the proof of Lemma 7.7 on Q to obtain a at NA + program Q at . If we apply the at pfp + statement R t at Q at to I at in , and the rpfp statement R t Q to I in , we see that, at the end of corresponding cycles of the xpoint computation, the intermediate result of the former is an F t at result of applying the rpfp statement R t Q to I in . Hence, R t at Q at will reach a xpoint if and only if R t Q does, and, if this is the case, the result of the former will be an F t at k t k -representation of the result of the latter.
The condition in Lemma 7.8 that the (in ationary) rpfp program should not contain unnesting can be eliminated in the following corollary.
Corollary 7.9 Let S in be a at database scheme, let S out = fR t g be a nested database scheme, and let P be an (in ationary) rpfp program from S in to S out . Then there exist a at relation type t at , a at (in ationary) pfp + program from S in to S at out = fR t at g in which at most one xpoint application occurs, with R t at a relation name of type t at , and a representational NA + expression F t at t (R t at ), such that, for each instance I in over S in , P at (I in ) is an F t at t -representation of P(I in ).
Proof. Since P has a at input scheme, we may assume, without loss of generality, that P does not contain unnestings. Indeed, the technique of \translation tables" can also be used, whenever a nesting is performed, to store the relationship between the tuples in the nested relation and the tuples in the original relation they subsume. An unnesting can then be simulated by a product with (a union of) these tables, followed by the appropriate selection and projection. Now, for each relation name R t in in S in , we put F t in t in (R t in in ) = We are now ready to prove our actual result, which is our second main result. Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 7.1, we may assume we are dealing with with an (in ationary) rpfp program P only containing NA statements and (in ationary) rpfp statements of the form R Q , with Q an NA program, i.e., without xpoints. We rst replace P by P 0 full-pseudo-encode, with P 0 = P full-decode. In P 0 , we can easily eliminate unnestings below the level of its pseudo-at input, full-pseudo-encode(I in ), so that we can e ectively interpret P 0 as having a pseudoat input. 2 Theorem 7.10 can actually be strengthened even further. Indeed, a closer examination of the proof reveals that unnesting is only required in the initial pseudo-encoding step. (In the nal step of the construction, it can be avoided.) We may thus require that all unnestings occur before the rpfp or bfp statement, if such statement occurs.
Discussions
Our two results have some rami cations in the realm of complexity theory. Suciu 17] proved that the nested algebra with bounded xpoints expresses exactly the ptime queries over ordered nested databases. Hence Theorem 7.10 also yields a simple normal form for ptime queries over ordered nested databases. In addition, Theorem 4.1 allows us to derive a new characterization of the ptime = pspace problem. Proof. Suppose every bfp program is equivalent to some in ationary bfp program.
In particular, it then follows that every at pfp program is equivalent to some in ationary at pfp program, i.e., that fo+ifp = fo+pfp. By a result of Abiteboul and Vianu 4], it then follows that ptime = pspace. Conversely, suppose that ptime = pspace. By the same result in 4] it follows that every at pfp program is equivalent to some in ationary at pfp program. Now let P be a bfp program. By Theorem 4.1, P is equivalent to an rpfp program. Moreover, each rpfp statement in this rpfp program can be obtained by type substitution from a at pfp statement, and hence from a at in ationary pfp statement. Thus the rpfp program obtained in Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to an in ationary rpfp program, which in turn is equivalent to an in ationary bfp program. Proof. Clearly, it su ces to consider the case where E t consists of a single nested algebra operator (De nition 2.7). Hence, k = 2 for all binary operators, and k = 1 for all unary operators. For each of these operators, we exhibit 4 t at , E t at , and F t at t , provide a more intuitive explanation for the expressions proposed, and argue their suitability with respect to the statement of Lemma 7.7, from which the reader should easily be able to ll in any missing detail. Notice that we may not assume that t at 1 = t at 2 , because, in general, the types of the representations do not only depend on the types t 1 = t 2 of the original relations, but also on the programs by which they were obtained. Therefore, the only sensible way to obtain a representation of the union is considering the product type t at = t at To go from the proposed representation of the union to the required translation table, we rst extract the representation of the individual relations using the constants c 1 and c 2 , compute the translation tables for the individual relations, pad these appropriately with the constants c 0 , c 1 = r at ? s at :
Hence, F t at t (R t at ) is representational, and r at = E t at (r at 1 ; r at 2 ) is an F t at trepresentation of r = r 1 (R t at ))):
As can be seen above, we propose to represent the product by the product of the representation of the individual relations. One possibility to go from the proposed representation of the product to the required translation table is simply to take the product of the translation tables for the individual relations; the NA + expression F t at 1 t 1 ( t at 1 (R t at )) F t at 2 t 2 ( t at 2 (R t at )) precisely captures this construction. Unfortunately, this will not work, as a subset of a product is not necessarily a product. For that reason, an additional selection has been added to the NA + expression F t at t (R t at ) to retain the relevant tuples only. Let, for i = 1; 2, r i be a relation of type t i and r at i a relation of type t at i such that r at i is an F t at i t i -representation of r i . Let r at = E t at (r at 1 ; r at 2 ), and r = r 1 r 2 . We formally prove that F t at t (R t at ) is representational, and that r at is an F t at t -representation of r. Thus, let s r. Let s at = t at t2s (F t at t (r at )) and, for i = 1; 2, s i = t i (s) and s at i = t at 1 )) = t2s (F t at t (r at )):
Hence, F t at t (R t at ) is representational, and r at = E t at (r at 1 ) = r at 1 is an F t at t -representation of r = % (r 1 ). Selection. Let i and j be column positions occurring in relations of type t 1 Of the product of both, we select those tuples for which the parts corresponding to t 1 (1); : : : ; t 1 (i ? 1) ] in both components match. The nal operations in the required expression consist of projecting out all the columns corresponding to one of both \duplicates" of t 1 (1); : : : ; t 1 (i ? 1) ].
The case for nesting is very analogous to the case for generalized projection. We propose to use the representation of the original relation as the representation of its nesting. To go from the proposed representation of the nesting to the required translation table, we replace in the translation table for the original relation each subtuple of the original relation by the tuple in its nesting to which it \belongs." Let r 1 be a relation of type t 1 and r at 1 a relation of type t at 1 such that r at 1 is an F t at 1 t 1 -representation of r 1 . Let r at = E t at (r at 1 ) = r at 1 and r = i (r 1 ). We formally prove that F t at t (R t at ) is representational, and that r at is an F t at t -representation of r. Thus, let s r. Let s at = t at t2s (F t at t (r at )), s 1 = (s), and s at 1 = t at
